
Part No NEW ITEMS ADDED TO STOCK  Price     

(20% VAT) 

 Price         

(excl VAT) 

011683 Front mudguard, polished alloy, C, CS & CSR models (Bridge not included.  Part 

number with bridge is 013947 or 024242)  - BACK IN STOCK

 £    79.00  £     65.83 

013928/9 Front mudguard stays, C, CS & CSR models (pair) (not suitable for G2CSR or 

G15CSR)  - BACK IN STOCK

 £    63.50  £    52.92 

014039 Collets for 026029 &028105 exhaust valves, 1960s short-stroke singles (pair)  

(0.3725" stem dia)

 £     8.00  £      6.67 

014042 Collets for 026028 inlet valve, 1960s short-stroke singles (pair)  (0.312" stem dia)  £     8.00  £      6.67 

016409 Jampot bottom cover tubes, chrome (pair) - BACK IN STOCK  £    46.00  £     38.33 

017255          

R-TK3

Spanner, triple end, pre-1952, 0.820" x 1.011" x 1.2" (small hole incorrectly shown 

as 0.80" in spares lists)

 £    10.00  £      8.33 

018763 Bracket for stop light switch, pre-1955 swinging-arm models (mounts off brake 

plate anchor bolt in swinging-arm).  Switch mounting holes are for original 

018720/54C switch

 £      6.50  £      5.42 

021247 Axle, timing side, 1954-63 Heavyweight singles (except short-stroke CS) - BACK 

IN STOCK

 £    75.00  £    62.50 

023284 Spanner, C-type, adjusting Girling suspension units (original shorter toolkit 

version)

 £      6.50  £      5.42 

028075 Bracket for stop light switch on rear wheel, 1963 650cc CSR & 1963-on CS singles  £     7.00  £      5.83 

030139 Timing pinion, 1964-on Norton Oil Pump models - BACK IN STOCK  £   40.00  £     33.33 

030140 Tappet, 1964-on Norton Oil Pump models - BACK IN STOCK  £    33.50  £    27.92 

TK1 Tool kit, 1941-49, comprises most of the specialised tools supplied new with 

original tool kits: R-TK3 spanner; 3263 spanner; 17634 box spanner; 17634T 

tommy bar; R-TK1 spanner.  (Not supplied with tool bag)

 £    28.25  £    23.54 

TK2 Tool kit, 1950-51 singles, comprises most of the specialised tools supplied new 

with original tool kits: R-TK3 spanner; 3263 spanner; 17634 box spanner; 17634T 

tommy bar; R-TK1 spanner; 010438 spanner.  (Not supplied with tool bag)

 £     34.75  £    28.96 

TK3 Tool kit, 1950-51 twins, comprises most of the specialised tools supplied new 

with original tool kits: R-TK3 spanner; 3263 spanner; 17634 box spanner; 17634T 

tommy bar; R-TK1 spanner; 010438 spanner; 015213 box spanner; 015264 spanner.  

(Not supplied with tool bag)

 £    42.75  £     35.63 

TK4 Tool kit, 1952-56 singles & twins, comprises most of the specialised tools 

supplied new with original tool kits: 018178 spanner; 017257 spanner; 017252 box 

spanner; 017252T tommy bar; 017254 spanner; 018153 spanner; 018055 key; 

018667 key; 015213 box spanner; 015264 spanner.  (Not supplied with tool bag)

 £    40.50  £     33.75 

TK5 Tool kit, 1957-on singles & twins, comprises most of the specialised tools 

supplied new with original tool kits: 018178 spanner; 017257 spanner; 017252 box 

spanner; 017252T tommy bar; 017254 spanner; 018153 spanner; 018055 key; 

018667 key; 015213 box spanner; 015264 spanner; 023284 spanner.  (Not 

supplied with tool bag)

 £    47.00  £     39.17 

The parts listed below are just a selection of new parts added to our stock - see main lists for others.  Our main aim is to identify 

genuinely hard to source parts - not just commercially viable ones - and have them re-manufactured as economically as possible 

without compromising quality.


